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High-field magnetsâ€"those that operate at the limits of the
mechanical and/or electromagnetic properties of their
structural materialsâ€"are used as research tools in a variety
of scientific disciplines. The study of high magnetic fields
themselves is also important in many areas such as
astrophysics. Because of their importance in scientific
research and the possibility of new breakthroughs, the
National Science Foundation asked the National Research
Council to assess the current state of and future prospects for
high-field science and technology in the United States. This
report presents the results of that assessment. It focuses on
scientific and technological challenges and opportunities, and
not on specific program activities. The report provides
findings and recommendations about important research
directions, the relative strength of U.S. efforts compared to
other countries, and ways in which the program can operate
more effectively.
Electricity and Magnetism introduces the young reader to the
principle of electricity and magnetism : current, batteries,
static electricity, magnetic poles, magnetic fields, and
electromagnetism. Contents: What is electricity? | current |
Batteries | Sta
The story of two brilliant nineteenth-century scientists who
discovered the electromagnetic field, laying the groundwork
for the amazing technological and theoretical breakthroughs
of the twentieth century Two of the boldest and most creative
scientists of all time were Michael Faraday (1791-1867) and
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James Clerk Maxwell (1831-1879). This is the story of how
these two men - separated in age by forty years - discovered
the existence of the electromagnetic field and devised a
radically new theory which overturned the strictly mechanical
view of the world that had prevailed since Newton's time. The
authors, veteran science writers with special expertise in
physics and engineering, have created a lively narrative that
interweaves rich biographical detail from each man's life
with clear explanations of their scientific accomplishments.
Faraday was an autodidact, who overcame class prejudice
and a lack of mathematical training to become renowned for
his acute powers of experimental observation, technological
skills, and prodigious scientific imagination. James Clerk
Maxwell was highly regarded as one of the most brilliant
mathematical physicists of the age. He made an enormous
number of advances in his own right. But when he translated
Faraday's ideas into mathematical language, thus creating
field theory, this unified framework of electricity, magnetism
and light became the basis for much of later, 20th-century
physics. Faraday's and Maxwell's collaborative efforts gave
rise to many of the technological innovations we take for
granted today - from electric power generation to television,
and much more. Told with panache, warmth, and clarity, this
captivating story of their greatest work - in which each played
an equal part - and their inspiring lives will bring new
appreciation to these giants of science.
Featuring more than five hundred questions from past
Regents exams with worked out solutions and detailed
illustrations, this book is integrated with APlusPhysics.com
website, which includes online questions and answer forums,
videos, animations, and supplemental problems to help you
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master Regents Physics Essentials.
Electricity and Magnetism, Grades 6 - 12
Electromagnets
Your Guide to Regents Physics Essentials
High Magnetic Field Science and Its Application in the
United States
Using SI Units in Astronomy

Calculations in Fundamental Physics, Volume II:
Electricity and Magnetism focuses on the processes,
methodologies, and approaches involved in
electricity and magnetism. The manuscript first takes
a look at current and potential difference, including
flow of charge, parallel conductors, ammeters,
electromotive force and potential difference, and
voltmeters. The book then discusses resistance,
networks, power, resistivity and temperature, and
electrolysis. Topics include shunts and multipliers,
resistors in series, distribution circuits, balanced
potentiometers, heating, resistance thermometry,
and thermistors. The text explains electrolysis and
thermoelectricity, including electroplating,
Avogadro's number, and thermoelectric power. The
manuscript describes magnetic fields and circuits
and inductors. Concerns include straight conductors,
series circuits, magnetic moments, stored energy,
and mutual inductance. The book also takes a look
at electric fields, transients, and direct current
generators and motors. The manuscript is a
dependable reference for readers wanting to be
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familiar with electricity and magnetism.
Why Should I Recycle Garbage? (PB)
Traces briefly the history of man's knowledge of
electricity and magnetism, and discusses different
facets of each, such as atoms and their charges,
electrical energy, or magnetic fields and poles.
'Electricity and Magnetism' introduces the reader to
these important forces and how they drive the
modern world. It looks at what electricity is, how we
harness it, and how electricity and magnetism are
related.
Wireless Power Transfer for Electric Vehicles and
Mobile Devices
Current Status and Future Directions
Human Exposure to Electromagnetic Fields
Faraday, Maxwell, and the Electromagnetic Field
Static Electricity, Current Electricity, and Magnets
Electromagnetism is basic to our understanding of
the properties of matter and yet is often regarded as
a difficult part of an under graduate physics course.
In this book answers are developed from first
principles to such questions as: What is electricity?
What is electromagnetism? Why are some materials
magnetic and others non-magnetic? What is
magnetism? Physics answers these questions in two
related ways. On the one hand the classical
explanation is in terms of classical concepts: electric
charge q, electric and magnetic fields (E and B) and
electric currents. On the other hand the microscopic
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(or 'atomic ') explanation is in terms of quantum
concepts: electrons, nuclei, electron orbits in atoms,
electron spin and photons. Microscopic explanations
underlie classical ones, but do not deny them. The
great triumphs of classical physics are mechanics,
gravitation, thermodynamics, electromagnetism and
relativity. Historically they began at the time of
Newton (seventeenth century) and were completed
by Maxwell (nineteenth century) and Einstein (early
twentieth century). Microscopic explanations began
with J J. Thomson's discovery of the electron in
1897. For most physical phenomena it is best to
seek a classical explanation first, especially
phenomena at room temperature, or low energy,
when quantum effects are small. Although this text is
primarily concerned with classical explanations in a
logical, self-consistent sequence, they are related to
microscopic (quantum) explanations at each stage.
Magnetic Resonance Imaging is a very important
clinical imaging tool. It combines different fields of
physics and engineering in a uniquely complex way.
MRI is also surprisingly versatile, 'pulse sequences'
can be designed to yield many different types of
contrast. This versatility is unique to MRI. This short
book gives both an in depth account of the methods
used for the operation and construction of modern
MRI systems and also the principles of sequence
design and many examples of applications. An
important additional feature of this book is the
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detailed discussion of the mathematical principles
used in building optimal MRI systems and for
sequence design. The mathematical discussion is
very suitable for undergraduates attending medical
physics courses. It is also more complete than
usually found in alternative books for physical
scientists or more clinically orientated works.
The activities in this book provide an introduction to
the basic concepts of magnetism and electricity.
Material presents magnets, circuits, and battery
cells. Work is suitable for individuals, small groups,
or class instruction. General background information,
suggested activities, questions for discussion, and
answers are included. Encourage students to keep
completed pages in a folder or notebook for further
reference and reviews.
This is a textbook designed to provide analytical
background material in the area of Engineering
Electromagnetic Fields for the senior level
undergraduate and preparatory level graduate
electrical engineering students. It is also an excellent
reference book for researchers in the field of
computational electromagnetic fields. The textbook
covers — Static Electric and Magnetic Fields: The
basic laws governing the Electrostatics,
Magnetostatics with engineering examples are
presented which are enough to understand the fields
and the electric current and charge sources.
Dynamic Electromagnetic Fields: The Maxwell's
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equations in Time-Domain and solutions, the
Maxwell's equations in Frequency-Domain and
solutions. Extensive approaches are presented to
solve partial differential equations satisfying
electromagnetic boundary value problems.
Foundation to electromagnetic field radiation, guided
wave propagation is discussed to expose at the
undergraduate level application of the Maxwell's
equations to practical engineering problems.
Request Inspection Copy
The Physics and Mathematics of MRI
Weather
On the Induced Flow of an Electrically Conducting
Liquid in a Rectangular Duct by Electric and
Magnetic Fields of Finite Extent
Electricity & Magnetism Science Learning Guide
Physics Exam-builder for HKDSE
Can the electric and magnetic fields (EMF) to
which people are routinely exposed cause
health effects? This volume assesses the data
and draws conclusions about the consequences
of human exposure to EMF. The committee
examines what is known about three kinds of
health effects associated with EMF: cancer,
primarily childhood leukemia; reproduction
and development; and neurobiological effects.
This book provides a detailed discussion of
hazard identification, dose-response
assessment, exposure assessment, and risk
characterization for each. Possible Health
Effects of Exposure to Residential Electric
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and Magnetic Fields also discusses the tools
available to measure exposure, common types
of exposures, and what is known about the
effects of exposure. The committee looks at
correlations between EMF exposure and
carcinogenesis, mutagenesis, neurobehavioral
effects, reproductive and developmental
effects, effects on melatonin and other
neurochemicals, and effects on bone healing
and stimulated cell growth.
Reinforce good scientific techniques! The
teacher information pages provide a quick
overview of the lesson while student
information pages include Knowledge Builders
and Inquiry Investigations that can be
completed individually or as a group. Tips
for lesson preparation (materials lists,
strategies, and alternative methods of
instruction), a glossary, an inquiry
investigation rubric, and a bibliography are
included. Perfect for differentiated
instruction. Supports NSE and NCTM standards,
plus the Standards for Technological
Literacy.
This outstanding text for a two-semester
course is geared toward physics
undergraduates who have completed a basic
first-year physics course. The coherent
treatment offers several notable features,
including 300 detailed examples at various
levels of difficulty, a self-contained
chapter on vector algebra, and a single
chapter devoted to radiation that cites
interrelationships between various analysis
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methods. Starting with chapters on vector
analysis and electrostatics, the text covers
electrostatic boundary value problems, formal
and microscopic theories of dielectric
electrostatics and of magnetism and matter,
electrostatic energy, steady currents, and
induction. Additional topics include magnetic
energy, circuits with nonsteady currents,
Maxwell's equations, radiation,
electromagnetic boundary value problems, and
the special theory of relativity. Exercises
appear at the end of each chapter and answers
to odd-numbered problems are included in one
of several helpful appendixes.
A very comprehensive introduction to
electricity, magnetism and optics ranging
from the interesting and useful history of
the science, to connections with current realworld phenomena in science, engineering and
biology, to common sense advice and insight
on the intuitive understanding of electrical
and magnetic phenomena. This is a fun book to
read, heavy on relevance, with practical
examples, such as sections on motors and
generators, as well as `take-home
experiments' to bring home the key concepts.
Slightly more advanced than standard freshman
texts for calculus-based engineering physics
courses with the mathematics worked out
clearly and concisely. Helpful diagrams
accompany the discussion. The emphasis is on
intuitive physics, graphical visualization,
and mathematical implementation. Electricity,
Magnetism, and Light is an engaging
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introductory treatment of electromagnetism
and optics for second semester physics and
engineering majors. Focuses on conceptual
understanding, with an emphasis on relevance
and historical development. Mathematics is
specific and avoids unnecessary technical
development. Emphasis on physical concepts,
analyzing the electromagnetic aspects of many
everyday phenomena, and guiding readers
carefully through mathematical derivations.
Provides a wealth of interesting information,
from the history of the science of
electricity and magnetism, to connections
with real world phenomena in science,
engineering, and biology, to common sense
advice and insight on the intuitive
understanding of electrical and magnetic
phenomena
The Story of Electricity and Magnetism
How Two Men Revolutionized Physics
Opportunities in High Magnetic Field Science
Electricity and Magnetism
The Natural Magic of Magnets
Magnetism & Magnets offers an excellent introduction to the world
of magnetic fields, compasses, motors and electromagnets. Each
carefully planned project describes what you need to do. Contents:
Your Factory | Metals and Magnets | Magnetic Fields | Pushi
The Contributions of Faraday and Maxwell to Electrical Science
deals with the development of electromagnetic theory following the
establishment of the basis for the first law of circulation relating to
the magnetic fields generated by steady currents. This book is
organized into two parts encompassing nine chapters that
specifically treat the provision of the basis for the second law of
circulation, the law that deals with the induction of currents, which
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was predominantly the work of British physicists, Michael Faraday
and James Clerk Maxwell. Part I highlights their life, career, and
contributions in electrical science. This part emphasizes Faraday’s
discovery of electromagnetic induction and Maxwell’s
development of electromagnetic theory. Part II presents their
experimental studies on electricity and magnetism. This book will
prove useful to physicists, electrical scientists, and researchers in the
allied fields.
This book presents a program of basic studies dealing with
electricity and magnetism. Properties and types of electricity and
different methods of producing electricity are detailed. Information
is provided on motors and other appliances that use electricity. Each
of the twelve teaching units in this book is introduced by a color
transparency (print books) or PowerPoint slide (eBooks) that
emphasizes the basic concept of the unit and presents questions for
discussion. Reproducible student pages provide reinforcement and
follow-up activities. The teaching guide offers descriptions of the
basic concepts to be presented, background information, suggestions
for enrichment activities, and a complete answer key.
The activities in this packet provide an introduction to the basic
concepts of electromagnets. Material teaches students about
magnetic fields, making an electromagnet, constructing an electric
current detector, and more. Work is suitable for individuals, small
groups, or class instruction. General background information,
suggested activities, questions for discussion, and answers are
included.
Driving Force
Electromagnetics in Magnetic Resonance Imaging
Calculations in Fundamental Physics
An Introduction to the Theory of Electric and Magnetic Fields
Possible Health Effects of Exposure to Residential Electric and
Magnetic Fields

Driving Force unfolds the long and
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colorful history of magnets: how they
guided (or misguided) Columbus;
mesmerized eighteenth-century Paris but
failed to fool Benjamin Franklin;
lifted AC power over its rival, DC,
despite all the animals, one human
among them, executed along the way; led
Einstein to the theory of relativity;
helped defeat Hitler’s U-boats;
inspired writers from Plato to Dave
Barry. In a way that will delight and
instruct even the nonmathematical among
us, James Livingston shows us how
scientists today are creating magnets
and superconductors that can levitate
high-speed trains, produce images of
our internal organs, steer high-energy
particles in giant accelerators,
and—last but not least—heat our morning
coffee. From the “new” science of
materials to everyday technology,
Driving Force makes the workings of
magnets a matter of practical wonder.
The book will inform and entertain
technical and nontechnical readers
alike and will give them a clearer
sense of the force behind so much of
the working world.
In the past few decades, Magnetic
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Resonance Imaging (MRI) has become an
indispensable tool in modern medicine,
with MRI systems now available at every
major hospital in the developed world.
But for all its utility and prevalence,
it is much less commonly understood and
less readily explained than other
common medical imaging techniques.
Unlike optical, ultrasonic, X-ray
(including CT), and nuclear medicinebased imaging, MRI does not rely
primarily on simple transmission and/or
reflection of energy, and the highest
achievable resolution in MRI is orders
of magnitude smaller that the smallest
wavelength involved. In this book, MRI
will be explained with emphasis on the
magnetic fields required, their
generation, their concomitant electric
fields, the various interactions of all
these fields with the subject being
imaged, and the implications of these
interactions to image quality and
patient safety. Classical
electromagnetics will be used to
describe aspects from the fundamental
phenomenon of nuclear precession
through signal detection and MRI
safety. Simple explanations and
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Illustrations combined with pertinent
equations are designed to help the
reader rapidly gain a fundamental
understanding and an appreciation of
this technology as it is used today, as
well as ongoing advances that will
increase its value in the future.
Numerous references are included to
facilitate further study with an
emphasis on areas most directly related
to electromagnetics.
The Electricity & Magnetism Student
Learning Guide includes self-directed
readings, easy-to-follow illustrated
explanations, guiding questions,
inquiry-based activities, a lab
investigation, key vocabulary review
and assessment review questions, along
with a post-test. It covers the
following standards-aligned concepts:
Introduction to Electricity; How
Objects become Charged; Electric
Current; Electrical Resistance;
Electric Power; Electric Circuits;
Batteries; Electrical Safety; and
Magnetism. Aligned to Next Generation
Science Standards (NGSS) and other
state standards.
Everyone, whether they like it or not,
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is exposed to electromagnetic fields,
most of the time, at very low levels.
In this case, they are inconsequential,
but they can cause adverse health
effects when they become intense
enough. This topic is complex and
sensitive. Covering frequencies from 0
Hz to 300 GHz, Human Exposure to
Electromagnetic Fields provides an
overview of this vast topic. After a
reminder of the concepts of
electromagnetic fields, the author
presents some examples of sources of
radiation in daily life and in the
industrial or medical sectors. The
biophysical and biological effects of
these fields on the human body are
detailed and the exposure limits are
recalled. The exposure assessment and
the implementation of the appropriate
regulation within companies are also
covered. Technically and practically,
this book is aimed at people with a
scientific background, risk prevention
actors, health physicians, especially
occupational doctors, and equipment
designers.
Electricity, Magnetism, and Light
Magnets and Electric Currents
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An Elementary Treatise for the Use of
Electrical Artisans and Science
Teachers
Discover! Magnetism and Electricity
Conversations on Electric and Magnetic
Fields in the Cosmos
Connect students in grades 5 and up with science
using Electricity and Magnetism: Static Electricity,
Current Electricity, and Magnets. This 80-page book
reinforces scientific techniques. It includes teacher
pages that provide quick overviews of the lessons
and student pages with Knowledge Builders and
Inquiry Investigations that can be completed
individually or in groups. The book also includes tips
for lesson preparation (materials lists, strategies, and
alternative methods of instruction), a glossary, an
inquiry investigation rubric, and a bibliography. It
allows for differentiated instruction and supports
National Science Education Standards and NCTM
standards.
A multitude of measurement units exist within
astronomy, some of which are unique to the subject,
causing discrepancies that are particularly apparent
when astronomers collaborate with researchers from
other disciplines in science and engineering. The
International System of Units (SI) is based on seven
fundamental units from which other units may be
derived, but many astronomers are reluctant to drop
their old and familiar systems. This handbook
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demonstrates the ease with which transformations
from old units to SI units may be made. Using
worked examples, the author argues that
astronomers would benefit greatly if the reporting of
astronomical research and the sharing of data were
standardized to SI units. Each chapter reviews a
different SI base unit, clarifying the connection
between these units and those currently favoured by
astronomers. This is an essential reference for all
researchers in astronomy and astrophysics, and will
also appeal to advanced students.
Book 4 deals with the topics on the section
"electricity and magnetism", which carries a
substantial weight on the HKDSE syllabus and
examination. Electricity plays an important role in the
modern world in every sector of human activities.
Every person nowadays has to use electrical
appliances every day. Some general knowledge
about electrical safety is essential. As a subject,
learning this topic at DSE level lays the foundation
for further studies in the field of science, engineering,
and other innovative technological development. It is
customary to name this section of the syllabus as
"electricity and magnetism". In fact, there is a close
relationship between them. An electric current
produces a magnetic field, and magnetic fields
interact to produce magnetic forces in motors. A
changing magnetic field produces an induced e.m.f.
which is the basic physics principle underlying the
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production of electricity using a.c. generators in
power stations. The magnetism of a permanent
magnet is in fact due to atomic currents caused by
orbiting and spinning electrons. Hence except for
static charges, the name electromagnetism is used
to describe various phenomena relating currents,
changing currents, magnetic fields and changing
magnetic fields.
Today's standard textbooks treat the theoretical
structure of electric and magnetic fields, but their
emphasis is on electromagnetic radiation and staticelectric and magnetic fields. In this book, Eugene
Parker provides advanced graduate students and
researchers with a much-needed complement to
existing texts, one that discusses the dynamic
electromagnetism of the cosmos--that is, the vast
magnetic fields that are carried bodily in the swirling
ionized gases of stars and galaxies and throughout
intergalactic space. Parker is arguably the world's
leading authority on solar wind and the effects of
magnetic fields in the heliosphere, and his originality
of thought and distinctive approach to physics are
very much in evidence here. Seeking to enrich
discussions in standard texts and correct
misconceptions about the dynamics of these largescale fields, Parker engages readers in a series of
"conversations" that are at times anecdotal and even
entertaining without ever sacrificing theoretical rigor.
The dynamics he describes represents the Maxwell
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stresses of the magnetic field working against the
pressure and inertia of the bulk motion of ionized
gases, characterized in terms of the magnetic field
and gas velocity. Parker shows how this dynamic
interaction cannot be fully expressed in terms of the
electric current and electric field. Conversations on
Electric and Magnetic Fields in the Cosmos goes
back to basics to explain why classical
hydrodynamics and magnetohydrodynamics are
inescapable, even in the deepest reaches of space.
The Contributions of Faraday and Maxwell to
Electrical Science
Basic Electrotechnology
The Britannica Guide to Electricity and Magnetism
Electricity & Magnetism (eBook)
The Foundations of Electric Circuit Theory

The final volume in a three-part series, Electricity and
Magnetism provides a detailed exposition of classical electric
and magnetic fields and analyses of linear electric circuits. The
book applies the principles of classical mechanics to
systematically reveal the laws governing observed electric and
magnetic phenomena. The text culminates in Maxwell's
Equations, which, although only four in number, can
completely describe all physical aspects of electromagnetism.
The specific topics covered in Electricity and Magnetism
include: Electric force, field, and potential Gauss's Law for
Electric Fields Capacitance and networks of capacitors Electric
current Resistance and networks of resistors Kirchoff's Rules
Steady state and time-dependent DC circuit dynamics
Magnetic force and field Production of magnetic fields
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Ampère's Law Gauss's Law for Magnetic Fields Faraday's
Law Induction and inductance AC-driven circuit dynamics and
energetics Maxwell's Equations and their plane-wave vacuum
solutions This text extends the rigorous calculus-based
introduction to classical physics begun in Elements of
Mechanics. It may be studied independently of the second
volume, Properties of Materials. With more than four hundred
and fifty problems included, it can serve as a primary textbook
in an introductory physics course, as a student supplement, or
as an exam review for graduate or professional studies.
The Committee to Assess the Current Status and Future
Direction of High Magnetic Field Science in the United States
was convened by the National Research Council in response to
a request by the National Science Foundation. This report
answers three questions: (1) What is the current state of highfield magnet science, engineering, and technology in the
United States, and are there any conspicuous needs to be
addressed? (2) What are the current science drivers and which
scientific opportunities and challenges can be anticipated over
the next ten years? (3) What are the principal existing and
planned high magnetic field facilities outside of the United
States, what roles have U.S. high field magnet development
efforts played in developing those facilities, and what
potentials exist for further international collaboration in this
area? A magnetic field is produced by an electrical current in a
metal coil. This current exerts an expansive force on the coil,
and a magnetic field is "high" if it challenges the strength and
current-carrying capacity of the materials that create the field.
Although lower magnetic fields can be achieved using
commercially available magnets, research in the highest
achievable fields has been, and will continue to be, most often
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performed in large research centers that possess the materials
and systems know-how for forefront research. Only a few high
field centers exist around the world; in the United States, the
principal center is the National High Magnetic Field
Laboratory (NHMFL). High Magnetic Field Science and Its
Application in the United States considers continued support
for a centralized high-field facility such as NHFML to be the
highest priority. This report contains a recommendation for the
funding and siting of several new high field nuclear magnetic
resonance magnets at user facilities in different regions of the
United States. Continued advancement in high-magnetic field
science requires substantial investments in magnets with
enhanced capabilities. High Magnetic Field Science and Its
Application in the United States contains recommendations for
the further development of all-superconducting, hybrid, and
higher field pulsed magnets that meet ambitious but achievable
goals.
Introduces electricity and magnetism and profiles leading
figures in electromagnetic science.
The Hands on Science series provides students with
background on key concepts in Science. Each title includes
engaging hands on exercises that bring the concepts to life for
kids. Real World Science: Electricity and Magnetism, provides
information on static electricity, electric current, magnets, and
electromagnets
Discover! Magnetism & Electricity
Magnetism and Magnets
Magnets in the Real World
From Extremely Low Frequency (ELF) to Radiofrequency
Electricity & Magnetism (Second Edition)
From mobile, cable-free re-charging of
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electric vehicles, smart phones and
laptops to collecting solar electricity
from orbiting solar farms, wireless power
transfer (WPT) technologies offer
consumers and society enormous benefits.
Written by innovators in the field, this
comprehensive resource explains the
fundamental principles and latest advances
in WPT and illustrates key applications of
this emergent technology. Key features and
coverage include: The fundamental
principles of WPT to practical
applications on dynamic charging and
static charging of EVs and smartphones.
Theories for inductive power transfer
(IPT) such as the coupled inductor model,
gyrator circuit model, and magnetic mirror
model. IPTs for road powered EVs,
including controller, compensation
circuit, electro-magnetic field cancel,
large tolerance, power rail segmentation,
and foreign object detection. IPTs for
static charging for EVs and large
tolerance and capacitive charging issues,
as well as IPT mobile applications such as
free space omnidirectional IPT by dipole
coils and 2D IPT for robots. Principle and
applications of capacitive power transfer.
Synthesized magnetic field focusing,
wireless nuclear instrumentation, and
future WPT. A technical asset for
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engineers in the power electronics,
internet of things and automotive sectors,
Wireless Power Transfer for Electric
Vehicles and Mobile Devices is an
essential design and analysis guide and an
important reference for graduate and
higher undergraduate students preparing
for careers in these industries.
Magnets are everywhere! This book uses
real-world examples to bring the concept
of magnets to life in an approachable way.
Clearly-written text draws in readers with
concrete examples involving familiar,
everyday things, from earphones to
compasses. The book covers the history of
and key figures in the understanding of
magnets, including Andr_-Marie Ampre and
Michael Faraday. Major concepts covered
include magnetic force, natural magnets,
permanent magnets, electromagnetism,
static electricity, poles, magnetic
fields, transformers, and MRIs. Full-color
photos, a glossary, an index, sidebars,
primary source documents, and other
creative content enhance the book. It also
includes prompts and activities that
directly engage students in developing the
reading, writing, and critical thinking
skills promoted by the Common Core
standards. This well-researched title has
a credentialed content consultant and
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aligns with Common Core and state
standards. Core Library is an imprint of
ABDO Publishing Company.
Recent concerns over the possible hazards
of electrical and magnetic fields in the
home and workplace are comprehensively
addressed within this book. The chapters
contain detailed research on the
biological effects of electric and
magnetic fields, and evidence for and
against any interaction of electromagnetic
fields (EMFs) and the biological systems.
The two volumes cover: * The relative risk
of exposure to EMFs * Putative behavioral
and neural effects of EMFs * EMF effects
on cells
Physical Principles, Related Applications,
and Ongoing Developments
Introduction to Engineering
Electromagnetic Fields
Aplusphysics
Biological Effects of Electric and
Magnetic Fields: Beneficial and harmful
effects
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